Electromagnetic study of the chlorosome antenna complex of Chlorobium tepidum.
Green sulfur bacteria are an iconic example of nature's adaptation: thriving in environments of extremely low photon density, the bacterium ranks itself among the most efficient natural light-harvesting organisms. The photosynthetic antenna complex of this bacterium is a self-assembled nanostructure, ≈60 × 150 nm, made of bacteriochlorophyll molecules. We study the system from a computational nanoscience perspective by using electrodynamic modeling with the goal of understanding its role as a nanoantenna. Three different nanostructures, built from two molecular packing moieties, are considered: a structure built of concentric cylinders of aggregated bacteriochlorophyll d monomers, a single cylinder of bacteriochlorophyll c monomers, and a model for the entire chlorosome. The theoretical model captures both coherent and incoherent components of exciton transfer. The model is employed to extract optical spectra, concentration and depolarization of electromagnetic fields within the chlorosome, and fluxes of energy transfer for the structures. The second model nanostructure shows the largest field enhancement. Further, field enhancement is found to be more sensitive to dynamic noise rather than structural disorder. Field depolarization, however, is similar for all structures. This indicates that the directionality of transfer is robust to structural variations, while on the other hand, the intensity of transfer can be tuned by structural variations.